
Lockington, Elliott (SPAC/PSPC)

From: Bryan Blom <Bryan.Blom@tpsgc-pwgsc.gc.ca>
Sent: June 6, 2020 8:17 PM
To: Roy, Cecely (SPAC/PSPC); Lord, David (Ext.)
Cc: Liaison; Me'Shel Gulliver Bélanger; Elizabeth Lindsay; Emmanuelle Gallays; fitz-morris,

James (SPAC/PSPC)
Subject: RE: Points to Clarify Ahead of Tuesday Press Conference

Good evening Cecely,

Here are some domestic companies for consideration. If you are amendable, we can work these into the remarks and
queue up the storytelling feature on The Stevens Company.

Thanks,

Bryan

++++++++++++++

Joseph Ribkoff

• Domestic manufacturer based out of Dorval, QC

• Contract recently signed for 1,200,000 made-in-Canada gowns, with deliveries starting in July

• Confirmed company is ok with announcing

The Stevens Company Ltd.

• Domestic medical supplies and equipment distributor based out of Brampton, ON (supplying made-in-Canada
items)

• Contracts in place to supply 15,000,000 shoe covers (made in Montreal) and 5,000,000 disinfectant wipes (made
in Oakville)

• Confirmed company is ok with being mentioned publicly

• We have also prepared a storytelling feature on this company that is nearly ready to launch

From: Roy, Cecely (SPAC/PSPC) [mailto:cecely.roy@canada.ca]
Sent: June 5, 2020 7:22 PM
To: David Lord <David.Lord@tpsgc-pwgsc.gc.ca>
Cc: Bryan Blom <Bryan.Blom@tpsgc-pwgsc.gc.ca>; Liaison <Liaison@tpsgc-pwgsc.gc.ca>; Me'Shel Gulliver Bélanger
<MeShel.GulliverBelanger@tpsgc-pwgsc.gc.ca>; Elizabeth Lindsay <Elizabeth.Lindsay@tpsgc-pwgsc.gc.ca>
Subject: Points to Clarify Ahead of Tuesday Press Conference

Hi there,

Ahead of a possible press conference on Tuesday, I’m looking to clarify items below.

Program:

1. • Does the money announced by the PM today for PPE include any involvement from PSPC?
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2. • updated number of face shields received from domestic suppliers. As of Sunday night’s numbers.
3. • whether we have an updated number if swabs received from Japan & Korea
4. • confirmation if the first vessel with BYD hand sanitizer arrived in Vancouver on June 6
5. • Any update on the DND & RCMP RFP’s for cloth masks in terms of contracts being awarded?
6. • What is the intended client for the 3 new RFPs currently open for face shields and masks? I.e. who are

they for?

Comms:
• Are there domestic manufacturers that haven’t yet been mentioned that we can talk about (outside of gowns)?

Thanks very much,

Cecely Roy
343-549-7293
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